
Walking in as Freshman and leaving as
Seniors, has been an experience. It was
one day where we were told that we were
having an extended spring break as
sophomores and now we are expected to
walk across stage to get our diplomas and
go out into the world by ourselves. Such a
scary thought, but one many people have
faced. The memories in these walls, the
assemblies in the main gym, the
experiments gone wrong, and the walks
into each classroom, are each a special
memory and a highlight of these great
men and woman. This school has given
these seniors a torch to light into this
world, and a zest for new beginnings, to
wherever it takes them.

"I've never appreciated music
until I started cadeting at the

middle school. Honestly, they're
the ones who taught me how
to a better person. I wouldn't

trade them for anything.

Miranda Schroetlin '22

Miranda is never a step short
from helping and leading fellow

students. She has Teacher
cadeted every semester of her

senior year and even was drum
major in marching band.

Senior Events006

Relishing
Our Days

It takes one moment... one moment for an entire life
to change. Sometimes good, sometimes not, but for
everyone, it the moment before walking across the
stage, a final paper to say, "I did it." Their legs will
shake, their stomach will be queasy, but their feet
will march them across the stage and they will be
proud to do so. These seniors walked these halls,
through sweat and tears, but the final moment will
be May 28, 2022, These strong and resilient people
will enter the world of adulthood and do many great
things! Many people have chosen college as their
next step. Miranda Schroetlin chose Mesa University
as her next adventure, Zoria Hinton chose Radford
University of Virginia. But college is not for everyone,
Kyle Deck chose to enlist as his next step. So many
others chose their paths and paved the way to their
futures, with dignity and grace, with a hint of
excitement. But It is never easy to say goodbye to
one another, or the place that gave us knowledge,
let alone the teachers who guided us. "Growing old
is inevitable, but growing up is optional." Never
forget to let your inner child have fun every now and
then, but never forget where your roots were
planted. Our seniors say goodbye to Woodland Park
High School, and join the rest of the world, for their
futures.

In the Limelight

A Moment

Zoria Hinton '22

Future Helpers

Teacher Cadets
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Sunrise

Senior

When you first walk in the high
school doors, the first thing you
think is, 'how the heck am I going
to find my class.' And anyone you
ask will tell you, that they have no
idea what room number is whose.
You never remember the number
but always the teacher. And that
doesn't change when you go
throughout the years. You wander
the halls, trying to decide which
door to take to your future. And
sometimes you will sleep in class,
or skip a day, that's just part of
high school, but it's the words of
wisdom and the kind hearts of the
teachers, that help guide the
students to success. And as the
class of 2022 count down the
days til they graduate, they create
memories that last a lifetime.
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